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Make Roadtrek. Model N6 Active. An SUV that than enough room for 7 people. A people There is
luxurious seating in all hauler that you wouldn t be three rows. Everyone has loads
embarrassed to drive. An of legroom, elbow room and RV you can drive everyday. The
N6-Active s unique These are just a few of the feature is that the 3rd row is features of the
N6-Active. To your home or office Call for more information. This is a stunning vehicle, very
clean, low miles, and multipurpose. You can in moment convert the back seat to a bed and pop
open the electronic pop top. There are two tables you can add and sit around in the most
comfortable caption chairs! With seating for up to 7 adults, sleeps 4, this van was made for
travel. It has 3 to 4 captain seats you can configure based on your needs and a rear bench seat
that makes into a full size bed , while the top can be extended and you can sleep 2 up top as
well. All of the lighting is LED and consumes very little power while dry camping. It is equipped
with a 5 gallon freshwater tank and a 5 gallon grey water tank. The sink does have a built in
water heater. The Roadtrek N6-Active sleek and gorgeous but is so powerful can tow a boat.
These are built on the same chassis as the Nissan Titan and boast a 5. The massive 5. There is
no lack of power with a the 9,lb towing capacity. Roadtrek is not producing the N6 any longer,
which is believed widely that this is because it wasn't marketed properly. You can drive it as a
regular van and at the drop of a hat, go RVing. These will fit in any home garage and at just over
20ft in length, they will fit in a normal parking spot. It has all of the creature comforts of a SUV,
power windows and locks, deep tinted glass, reverse camera and reverse sensors, Navigation,
running boards, cruise control, and keyless entry. A unique vehicle and that be admired! This is
a Roadtrek converted Nissan cargo van, the N6 Active. A modern, oversized, VW vanagon! An
awesome pop top camper van that has room for all your adventures, but you can easily drive
around town. This has been a great adventure mobile for our family, but with younger kids in
the mix now, it's just not getting the use that it deserves. We've owned this vehicle for 2 years
and its seen light use in the Pacific Northwest. An SUV with a refrigerator, sink, microwave and
shower? A minivan that can easily tow 9, lbs? A people hauler that you wouldn't be
embarrassed to drive? An RV you can drive everyday? These are just a few of the features of
the N6-Active. Because the N6-Active meets the definition of an RV, the interest incurred to
finance its purchase can be tax deductible as a second residence. As a result, the after-tax cost
of ownership is less than comparably priced vehicles. Model Active N6. Model Roadtrek
N6-Active. The third row seat reclines to a double bed, while an optional pop up roof offers
stand up space as well as additional sleeping for two adults or children. Add an optional folding
mattress for sleeping a fifth person across the two front seats. The N6-Active features four
swivel seats with a pedestal table. You can also use the table in the back with the third row
seating that is comfortable even for two adults. The motorhome also features a built-in
kitchenette that includes a sink, hot and cold running water, microwave, refrigerated cooler and
cabinets. Roadtrek is Americas number one selling Class B Van and there quality is second to
none. Nissan first introduced the NV Van line in and looked to compete with Ford and GM in
there domestic and commercial van line. This van was purchased new in Sunny Southern
Arizona and belonged to a older couple in Tucson Arizona. Unfortunately they did not use the
camper portion of the van but a few times, in fact the interior looks new and the fridge appears
to have been never used, the plastic was still inside the microwave. The van now has just over
14, miles which includes me personally traveling in the van over the Memorial day weekend. I
can tell you the van has NOT been smoked in and with the exception of my little dog riding in
my lap, it has been pet free. The seats are all in excellent condition and everything works as it
should. As nice and clean as this van is, it is not without flaw. The previous owner's health had
dwindled and his depth perception has starting to fail, so the van does have some bumps and
bruises. Additionally I can tell you the van does have some paint work from minor scrapes and
such. I have personally inspected the van and can tell you that all of the sheet metal appears to
be original it has not been involved in any major accident, the vehicle history report backs this
up. We will have a paintless dent repair specialist repair all of the door dings in the van and it
will look great. I am confident that any previous damage was due to failing sight and health and
minor in its extent. With seating for up to 7 adults, this van was made for travel. It has 4 captain
seats and a rear bench seat that makes into a full size bed , while the top can be extended and
you can sleep 2 up top as well. When I first learned of the massive 5. I can tell you I was
impressed in all angles. This van will do 90mph in a flash and I was able to maintain I put about
miles on the van and drove on anything from in town driving to interstate to small 2 lane roads.
There is no lack of power and I can see where the 9,lb towing capacity comes from. Roadtrek is
not producing the N6 any longer, I feel this simply wasn't marketed properly. I have spoken with
a few people from Roadtrek and they had mixed feelings. I am unaware of any issues and from
speaking with others, they did really have any problems, they simply didn't know exactly there
target market and the initial price was relatively high. I feel these are great units that have lots of

potential. It has all of the creature comforts of a SUV, power windows and locks, deep tinted
glass, reverse camera and reverse sensors, Navigation, running boards, cruise control, keyless
entry, Front and Rear Air Conditioning and Heat We are just minutes from the Lubbock
International Airport all major carriers service this airport and located in the Lubbock region
approx , people. NO, we are not a car dealer! We specialize in unique and hard to find boats, rvs,
and the occasional motor vehicle. Literally millions of dollars worth of inventory is delivered to
customers we never meet face to face. All inventory is stored indoors and all sold inventory can
be stored up to 30 days inside with NO charge. Please have all finances in order, as we require
all units to be paid for within 7days. Deposits will only be forfeited should you view the unit and
deem it to be different from its description. Please view all photos, videos and read the entire
description prior to asking questions, calling, or making offers. Please allow all photos to load,
in some cases use the inner scroll to view all pics Darin Benton Canadian Buyers are welcome
and we are happy to produce any paperwork need for importation into Canada. Generally we
only ship to the border as it is much more cost effective to ship to the border and have it picked
up on the US side. Unit was put into service in May of so 2 years of the warranty has passed.
Roadtrek has a 4 year 48, mile warranty, some exclusions may exist. Additional Photos. Come
take a look at your local Poulsbo RV Dealer today! We have five locations to serve you in
Washington State. Come and see it Now or Call our Office Check out the list of features below!
FREE Camping membership with every purchase, click here to learn more. Like us on
Facebook! Length Overall LOA : , Length Overall LOA : ,. Berkeley Lake, GA. Clermont, FL.
Jurupa Valley, CA. Lakewood, WA. Southlake, TX. Clyde, NC. Caldwell, ID. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Length 20 Posted
Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Roadtrek 8. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. In rare situations, some of
your subscriptions might be kept as they are maintained by third parties. If you would like to
unsubscribe from theses third-party accounts as well, please contact us directly at privacy here.
Order navigation system map updates and related products for your Nissan vehicle. If your
Nissan car or truck is not listed on the homepage vehicle selector, our Contact Center is here to
help. Use the contact form, live chat, or call one of the following number: Representatives are
available Monday through Friday, am to pm EST. To find the proper model year for your vehicle,
look at the 10th digit of your vehicle identification number VIN. The 10th digit will be a letter or a
number. Find the corresponding letter or number in the table below to determine the model year
of your vehicle. If not, the manual should indicate where you can locate the VIN. The VIN is also
commonly listed on the vehicle title, registration card, and insurance documents. Find your
Update Enter your model and year in the menu above to quickly find your map update. Power up
your navigation system with fresh road data and the latest points of interest. The Nissan
Navigation Store is your online source for Nissan navigation system map updates. Each map
update keeps your system operating at peak performance with essential data including new and
modified roads, addresses, signage, points of interest, and much more. Laser light radar and
aerial imagery are among the powerful tools that ensure the accuracy of your map. These
up-to-date points of interest are important to your everyday driving needs. From finding the
nearest ATM when traveling around town, to locating a nearby fuel station on your next road
trip, an optimized navigation system will help you drive with confidence and ease. Remember,
your Nissan navigation system is designed for driving. Unlike portable devices with small
screens and even smaller buttons, your in-vehicle navigation system can help you remain
focused on the road ahead. Updating your map maximizes your driver-centric navigation
experience, helping you get the most from your system. To find your map update, enter the
model and year of your Nissan vehicle into the menu at the top of the page. Each product page
details the map coverage area, highlights new road data, and provides clear installation
instructions. Additional support is available via the Help Center. All major credit cards and
PayPal are accepted. Products sold on the Nissan Navigation Store are manufacturer tested and
approved. Each map update is customized to the navigation system in your vehicle. Shop with
confidence knowing that you are getting an authentic product offered via a secure payment
platform. Are you ready to optimize your Nissan navigation system? Stay on time and on
courseâ€”update your Nissan navigation system map today! Exact data may vary by product. It
appears that your browser has JavaScript disabled. This Website requires your browser to be
JavaScript enabled. Please enable JavaScript and reload this page. It appears that your browser
has cookies disabled. The website requires your browser to enable cookies in order to login.
Please enable cookies and reload this page. My Vehicle Is Not Listed. Instructions are provided
on the product page or you can visit the Help Center. Learn more about the latest Nissan
update. Get the most from your system. About Your Map Laser light radar and aerial imagery
are among the powerful tools that ensure the accuracy of your map. See how your map is made.

Find answers to your navigation questions. Customer Support Chat directly with customer
support. Live Chat. Submit a message or call customer support. Contact Us. Spectacular
Dispersed Camping in National Forests [for ]. It's really category-defying. A luxury SUV on the
Nissan frame, it is expertly tricked out by Roadtrek with a built in kitchenette, complete with
microwave, refrigerator, TV and sink with hot and cold running water. The NAV-6 has a roof that
rises to make it big enough to walk around in without bumping your head. It's also able to sleep
five people. Oh yeah, it can tow up to 9, pounds. Jennifer and I visited the Roadtrek factory in
Kitchener, Ontario, Canada and took it out for a spin. We had a lot of fun making our video as
we drove firm the countryside to the city and back again. At Nissan dealers, it's marketed as the
NAV At Roadtrek dealers, it's the N6-Active. The unit we tested was set up for six passengers.
But it's available for seating for seven in three rows of seats. Two of the rows convert to a bed
with plenty of room for two adults. An upper bunk setup can sleep two kids. And the front seats
can be configured into a single bed. Just inside the rear doors is an external use hand-held
shower head with hose. Tables can be put in place up front or in the rear. Or both. They're
perfect for card games, conversation, picnics. We see the NAV-6 as a home base while taking
the kids to soccer games, the family to sporting events, the beach or on long road trips to
vacation getaways. Chill out and take a nap or get out of the weather, fix your own meals,
charge your i-devices. Mike Wendland is a veteran journalist who, with his wife, Jennifer, travels
North America in a small motorhome, blogging about the people, places, joys and adventure of
RV life on the road at RVLifestyle. They have written 10 books on RV travel. Love it! Great to see
Jennifer having fun with you. Nice job in your always winsome style in showing us what this
vehicle has. It looked like canvas sides when the roof popped up. Wonder if they are thinking
about making that hard? We used to have a pop up camper and getting that canvas tucked in
was a chore. Also, I take it there is no bathroom? But since most campgrounds have them, I
suppose NBD. That Nissan is a nice platform. The NAV looks interesting. Why does Roadtrek
call it one thing and Nissan dealers another? Is it the same vehicle? The unit I want to see more
of is the Ranger. I also think you can get a for the same price, too. I do not undertand who the
nav would appeal to. It would be helpful to see video reviews of other Class B. Also please
include pricing on your reports. Pleazs continue with the videos. Maybe Jennifer will let you
drive the next one. To have your voice heard on the podcast, you can leave us a comment or
question via Google Voice by calling February 23, There is nothing on the road like this vehicle.
There are plugs and adapters everywhere for computers, iPads, video games. It's a very
innovative vehicle. Tags: n6 active nav-6 nav6 nissan roadtrek. Mike Wendland Mike Wendland
is a veteran journalist who, with his wife, Jennifer, travels North America in a small motorhome,
blogging about the people, places, joys and adventure of RV life on the road at RVLifestyle. Up
and thinking of u all. Just sent a prayer up for him snd you. Newsletter Join the RV Lifestyle
community! Name Email. Search RV Lifestyle. Subscribe to our Podcast. Leave us a Podcast
Comment or Question To have your voice heard on the podcast, you can leave us a comment or
question via Google Voice by calling Become a Supporting Member. Organize your RV! Avoid
high campground fees! Ask Us a Question! All rights reserved. Join the RV Lifestyle
community! I want it! The Nissan Teana is a mid-size sedan produced by Japanese automobile
manufacturer Nissan. It is exported as the Nissan Maxima and Nissan Cefiro to certain markets.
It replaces the Nissan Bluebird , Laurel and Cefiro. Starting with the introduction of the third
generation in , the Teana is now a badge engineered version of the North American Altima. The
name " Teana " is from that of a small village in Italy, sharing a naming influence for the Nissan
Murano , another city in Italy, which appeared at the same time. The J31 series Teana was first
introduced in February to the Japanese market as a sedan companion to the Nissan Murano
with both vehicles exclusive to Japanese Nissan dealerships called Nissan Red Stage. This was
because the exterior dimensions and engine displacement exceed regulations , and Japanese
buyers are liable for additional costs as a result. The car was introduced with an optionally
available internet-based, telematics and GPS navigation system called CarWings to Japanese
drivers only. In much of the world, the Teana is Nissan's largest front wheel drive sedan, while
the Skyline and Fuga are rear-wheel drive, with optional all-wheel drive. It was introduced a
month later to other Asian markets like Singapore. The car was based on the Nissan FF-L
platform. In December , the Teana received new headlights and taillights, chrome trimming on
the bumpers, enlarged foglights, front legrests and newly designed gauges. The car was also
shortened slightly, and the clear rear turn signals were replaced by amber ones. XTronic CVT
was also mated to all the engines. In Taiwan it is manufactured by Yulon Motor. In the
neighbouring country of Pakistan , the Teana was known as the Cefiro and was assembled in
Karachi. Additionally, it is sold in India , Russia, Ukraine as well as in New Zealand and Australia
where it competes with the locally produced Mitsubishi and Toyota Aurion under the Maxima
badge. In some countries, the JK was not sold. Engine choices include a cc V6, a cc V6, a cc

in-line four and cc in-line four, all with a continuously variable transmission. The car's design
was previewed by the Intima concept car shown in October This generation was not sold in
Europe, where its French cousin, the Renault Laguna was offered, alongside the longer Renault
Latitude a North American Maxima being introduced to Europe. Nissan continues to offer an
optionally available internet-based, telematics and GPS navigation system called CarWings to
Japanese drivers only. The Teana shares most of the platform and mechanicals with its North
American cousin, the Altima which is built and sold primarily in North America. In late , all three
Australian models received an equipment upgrade, with prices remaining unchanged. The
Cefiro name has been discontinued on the second-generation line with the exception of the
Bruneian market. The third generation Teana was introduced in to some markets, essentially
being a rebadged version of the North American Nissan Altima. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. For other uses, see Teana disambiguation. This article needs additional citations
for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. This section needs
additional citations for verification. June Learn how and when to remove this template message.
Main article: Nissan Altima. Nissan in China". Archived from the original on 18 April Nissan in
Thailand". Archived from the original on 22 December Retrieved 24 Oct Nissan Motor Company.
Alfa Romeo Nissan Autoveicoli S. HR UD. Nissan road car timeline, European market,
sâ€”present. Categories : Nissan vehicles Cars introduced in Executive cars Front-wheel-drive
vehicles Mid-size cars s cars. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from
April All articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short description
is different from Wikidata Articles needing additional references from June Commons category
link from Wikidata Articles with Japanese-language sources ja. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive
Front-engine, all-wheel-drive. Nissan Altima L Petrol : 2. Nissan D platform. Wikimedia
Commons has media related to Nissan Teana. Straight-3 HR UD. City car. Micra K Sunny B
Cherry N Sunny N Almera N Tiida C Pulsar C Stanza T Bluebird Bluebird U Primera P Laurel C
Maxima J Maxima QX A Silvia S Sports car. GT-R R Compact MPV. Prairie M Almera Tino. Note E
Large MPV. Serena C Juke F Qashqai J X-Trail T Murano Z Compact SUV. Terrano II R Mid-size
SUV. Terrano WD Pathfinder R Full-size SUV. Patrol Patrol Y Pickup D NP Datsun Vanette. NV
Datsun Urvan. View new Nissan NVP inventory here. We understand that there are other van
conversions out there available. This information is to inform you of the similarities and
differences between the NV vans and the competition. The Quigley system is an
All-Wheel-Drive, all-the-time system. Meaning all 4 wheels are connected to the drivelines all the
time. The transfer case can engage the power at any speed below 45mph on demand, and Voila',
you have instant all-wheel traction. However, this system does NOT have a true 4X4 transfer
case with lower gearing. Only one speed range. So, your mileage will be affected, and you won't
have the low speed off-road traction most 4X4 lovers want and need. It uses parts sourced from
many different brands that are combined. The Activator for the 4-wheel drive is an
Old-Fashioned shifter that is cut into the transmission tunnel. It is located next to your right leg
as you drive. You Pull the gear into 4-wheel High, or Low as you need. It works effectively
enough, but lacks the factory installed look and feel of a Factory-Engineered System. As a
result, the parts we chose to use are factory-designed and engineered. For example: We use a
factory built two-speed transfer case that is made from aluminum, just like the motor block.
Therefore, there are no problems with heat expansion gaps. Throughout the entire system, very
few parts are not Factory. For example: Our new wire harness that communicates with the
factory CPU. This new harness has been designed in conjunction with Nissan's Factory
engineers, and is custom made for this application. While these components are not factory
created, they are in fact designed Nissan parts and made exclusively for the NV 4x4 Conversion.
It is mounted in the dash, right near the ignition exactly like it is in the Titan and Titan XD. You
may switch into 4WD High at any speed below 60mph. You may choose to switch into 4X4 Low
when the vehicle is at a stop. We also installed a 4X4 activity light in the factory gauge cluster.
All of this has created a smooth operating system matching the look and feel of the Titan and
Titan XD factory installed components. When the NV van is in 4-Wheel drive operation, it feels
like you want it to. Creating a seamless perfect factory response. We can install the system on a
stock suspension, or you may choose from three other options all suited to your specific
preference. We stand by our work and are confident that no other post factory 4x4 conversion
system measures up to that of a properly installed Factory-Worthy 4X4 Conversion that only
Tim Dahle Nissan Southtowne installs and offers. If you have additional questions or would like
more information, we have dedicated NV 4x4 Conversion professional in both Sales and Service
who can answer any question you may have. Please feel free to call or text at for more

information and availability. For additional information and availability, call or text Tyler at Why
buy from Tim Dahle Southtowne? Marvin shows the difference between our 4 wheel drive
conversion and the competition. Tyler gives a review and real owner feedback on the NVP.
Towing questions about your NVP? Watch this video. See how you can upfit and accessorize
your NVP. The Competition:. A front suspension level. A 3" front and rear lift kit that can
accommodate a 33" tall wheel and tire combo. A new 6'' lift that can handle a 35" wheel and tire
combo. Simply put, our customers deserve the BEST! Coming in both passenger and cargo
varieties, the Nissan NV full-size vanâ€”not to be confused with the front-drive NV â€”can
handle many different jobs. The people-moving option offers seating for up to 12 passengers,
and the available high-roof model makes loading bulky items super easy. Like the Chevrolet
Express and GMC Savana vans, the NV uses a sturdy body-on-frame design that allows it to
support solid payload and towing capabilities. The compromise is a more truckish ride and
clumsier handling than rivals such as the Ford Transit and Mercedes-Benz Sprinter. Buyers can
choose from either a V-6 or V-8 engine, but the NV models come exclusively with rear-wheel
drive and a seven-speed automatic transmission. Otherwise, nothing has changed. Rumor has it
that will be the NV's final model year before being phased out in North America, so if you or
your business needs one, now is the time to act. For the most value and capability, we
recommend the NV SV with the available 5. When it comes to the passenger van, we also
recommend the available V-8; however, it's offered only in the top trim level, SL. Nissan offers
two engines for the Nissan NV cargo and passenger vans. Less expensive models are powered
by a 4. It's more than sufficient for light-duty work. Above that is the hp 5. It's the same engine
used in the brand's Titan and Titan XD pickups, and it significantly increases the NV's towing
and payload capacities as well as its acceleration. A smooth-shifting seven-speed automatic
transmission is standard on all models. With the V-6 engine, the Nissan NV cargo can tow a
maximum of pounds. With the V-8, that jumps to pounds. Although that's strong for the class,
some rivals can tow more. The NV's payload capacity ranges from pounds for the Vpowered
standard-roof S to pounds for the Vpowered standard-roof S. The NV passenger van can tow
pounds with the V-6 and pounds with the V Its maximum payload is pounds. The EPA does not
list fuel-economy ratings for commercial vehicles with a gross-vehicle-weight rating of more
than pounds, such as this NV line. In cargo-van form with the standard roof height, the Nissan
NV offers a total of cubic feet of space. The high-roof model, at Your average person can stand
up inside without stooping. In the front row, the NV offers about the same comfort and
convenience as Nissan's Titan pickups. The NV passenger van's second- and third-row seats
are removable and repositionable. Buyers can option leather-appointed seats, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel, an eight-way power-adjustable driver's seat, and heated front
seats. The Nissan NV's available in-cabin technology is light, even for this class. Both models
come with a standard audio system with a 7. SV and SL models come with in-dash navigation,
SiriusXM satellite radio subscription sold separately , mobile apps, and a 5. In the dashboard,
there is a single USB port and an auxiliary jack. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto integration is
not offered. Although most of Nissan's new cars and SUVs come with electronic driver aids and
active safety tech such as forward-collision braking and blind-spot monitoring, the NV doesn't
offer anything of the sort. An electronic stability-control system is standard, along with front
and roof-mounted curtain side-impact airbags. Nissan lags its competition in this regard; other
vans in this class offer many more safety systems. Key safety features include:. Nissan,
however, does not include any scheduled maintenance. Displacement: cu in, cc Power: hp rpm
Torque: lb-ft rpm. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. View Photos. Drew Dorian and Scott Oldham. Nissan Car and Driver. More on the Nissan
NV. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below.
More From Nissan. Recognised for its strong drivetrain, undeniable value and cutting edge
technology, the Nissan Navara achieved this prestigious accolade from a major awards body
that acknowledges excellence across the category. With an incredibly high level of capability
and practicality, the Navara has shown just why it's such a popular choice with fleets across the
UK. Climb mountains, cross deserts and tow all your toys with Navara's capable shift on the fly
4WD system. See Capabilities. Confidence inspiring technologies include a degree view,
Navara's Intelligent Around View Monitor. It revolutionizes parking, and makes life easy when
hooking up a trailer. View intelligent mobility features. View Gallery. Book a Test Drive. When
buying a Nissan, you buy more than just a car â€” you buy a care package that makes
ownership pleasurable, hassle-free and money-saving. Find out about our customer promise
and all the services included when you choose a Nissan. Images shown are for guidance
purposes. In some instances photos are of non-UK specification vehicles and do not represent
a specific model, grade or offer. The features shown may not be available, or may be limited to
selected grades. All prices shown are manufacturers recommended retail price. Price does not

include the cost of optional paint. Prices subject to change. Please refer to the price list or
contact your Nissan dealer for more information on exact specifications and availabilities. Skip
to main content. All Nissan Navara Grades - Find the right one for you compare pick-up
versions and specs. King Cab, Chassis â€” Visia. Prices Range from. Finance Calculator.
Double Cab, Chassis â€” Visia. King Cab â€” Visia. Double Cab â€” Visia. King Cab â€” Acenta.
Double Cab â€” Acenta. Double Cab â€” N-Connecta. Double Cab â€” Tekna. Double Cab â€”
N-Guard. Discover the nissan customer promise. Click here to subscribe. Welcome Guest user!
Log in or register. Log in. Forgot your password? Bahasa Indonesia. Watch our short video to
see how easy it is. Would you like to share your opinion about our Webshop? Click here to
continue. All brand or trademark listed herein are for identification purposes only. All brand
names, trademarks and copyrights are the property of their respective owners. Navigator 7 TV.
Hitec 7. PowerNavi Black Box. Next Gen Add-on Nav. Advanced Generation II Navigation. Smart
mirror. Ayrton Senna. WBT SA. New York Philadelphia San Diego Kimberley OE Replacement
System. ANS B Maxmade Mitsubishi Universal. Renault Nippon. Flyaudio SlimWay 2. Slimway
SKY Mb. Slimway TV. Slimway Next 3. Motorider MT SmartNav 5. ASN ASL Limousine. ASL
Navigator. WayWay Q CA Subaru. Parrot Asteroid Smart. Montecarlo Navi Box. AVGO S Traffic
Assist Z Traffic Assist Z Crocodile. Ready Ready 43 Traffic. Professional 43 Control. Active 43
Traffic. Active 43 Talk. Active 43 Transit. Ready 43 Talk. Active Ready 43 Talk V2. Ready 43
Traffic V2. Ready 50 EU Transit Professional 50 LMU. Ready 45 SE. Ready 45 EU Ready 45 LMU.
Ready 50 LMU. Ready 45 ICE. Ready 50 LMU Plus. Ready 70 LMU. Transit 70 LMU. Transit 70
LMU Pro. Professional 70 LMU. BendixKing AV80R. Mirror unit. CND-V series. CND series. Cape
Town. Blaupunkt Multimedia Series , , , Blaupunkt Multimedia Series , , Blaupunkt Multimedia
Series Travelpilot Travelpilot Easy. Travelpilot Lucca 3. Blaupunkt TP54 CE. Blaupunkt TP54 EU.
Blaupunkt TP Blaupunkt TP74 EU. Blaupunkt TP EU. Blaupunkt MotoPilot Blaupunkt TP63 EU.
Primo devices. CNM11xT blackbox. FREEL 2. CarteBlanche Navigator. S1C Navibox. S - GCC. S
- Iraq. In Car Device. EL SD version. EL Synctool version. NXA - Australia. NXA - Asia. NX
Canada. NX Australia. AX1 SEA. AX1 Thailand. AX1 India. NXE, MZ Globe Pro. TCC Prime
Edition. TCC Freedom. CVS-Mobile tablet. GPS M3. Media Nav without Navigation License.
Media Nav. Media Nav Evolution. Media Nav Evolution late Hyundai Elantra. Ford Focus.
Hyundai I Hyundai IX Ford Mondeo. Fiat Linea. Fiat Fiorino. Fiat Punto Europe. Hyundai i
Hyundai I20 GB. Hyundai Elantra FTA. Suzuki Vitara. Suzuki Jimny. Suzuki Swift. Mutlimedya
Ayna. Hyundai Tucson. Ducato Europe. Daiichi Ford. Fiat Ducato. Toyota Prado. EBS head-unit.
Electric Dacia Vehicle. All DVA series. DVA HD. EN All DMD series. DVN-A Premium Vertical. S
Premium. Easy Road Navman F Hi-speed Plus. Hi-speed Traffic. Infinity II. Sky Plus. HD Quad.
Surfer 7. Surfer 8. Falk NEO Falk NEO Camper. Fiat NA. Touch-Radio Nav. Touch-Radio Nav Fiat
Qubo Europe. Fiorino Europe. Toyota Black Box. BYD L3. Ford Middle East. Ford India. Ford
Caribbean. Ford Southeast Asia. Ford South Africa. Ford Israel. Ford Latin America. Foxway Chile. Foxway - New Zealand. Discovery 3,5''. Discovery 4. Discovery 5. Discovery 7. Guia
Quatro Rodas 4. Guia Quatro Rodas 5. Guia Quatro Rodas 7. Discovery 3. Aquarius 4. Ipiranga
3. In-dash Navigation. Duas Rodas. Guia Quatro Rodas BR Discovery MTC Trip. Discovery
Channel MTC Discovery MTC Discovery MTC Ipiranga. A coming soon! A A coming soon! A AT
A coming soon! GN coming soon! Keep track of changing roads Each day, about 2. Free map
update Make sure you start driving with the latest map available. Download the latest map at no
additional cost within 90 days of vehicle delivery. Get your update now via Toolbox. Toolbox is
not available on tablets or mobile devices. Download Toolbox. If the maps are outdated, your
navigation system may frequently provide you with improper instructions. Updated navigation
helps safe driving by preparing for unexpected situations arising from changes in the road
network. By using updated maps the system saves you time by optimal route planning. You
may also reduce the average fuel consumption of your vehicle. Not only the road network
changes, but also the database of available places of interest POI. It includes a list of gas
stations, ATMs, pharmacies, restaurants, accommodation and many other places that you may
need while traveling. Toolbox is a free, easy-to-use application that allows you to download and
install available map updates on your navigation system. For detailed information, see the
Guide menu. Download Toolbox Download Toolbox. Roads are constantly changing. Get the
latest map update and navigate with confidence thanks to updated roads, addresses, POIs,
postal codes, road signs, lane guidance, and more. Main changes include turn restrictions,
one-way streets, new roads and addresses, roundabouts, lane guidance and more. Find hotels,
dealerships, tourist attractions, pharmacies, banks, ATMs, airports, parking garages and more.
Speed limits may change. See the posted speed limit and know in advance the location of fixed
speed cameras. I accept the Privacy Policy. Why update your navigation system? Safety If the
maps are outdated, your navigation system may frequently provide you with improper
instructions. Convenience Not only the road network changes, but also the database of

available places of interest POI. How to update? To update your map, follow these steps: Insert
a USB key to your navigation device and save its navigation data Download the Toolbox to your
computer and insert the USB drive Follow the instructions on the screen to update your map
Re-insert the USB drive into your navigation device and upload the data For detailed
information, see the Guide menu. The Updates Includes:. Road network changes Main changes
include turn restrictions, one-way streets, new roads and addresses, roundabouts, lane
guidance and more. Speedlimits, speed cameras Speed limits may change. Get notified Sign up
for the latest news and start receiving notifications about our special offers. If your Nissan car
or truck is not listed on the homepage vehicle selector, our Contact Center is here to help. Use
the contact form, live chat, or call one of the following numbers: Toll Free for most Western
Europe: 18 23 53 22 France Italy Germany United Kingdom All others: not toll free
Representatives are available Monday through Friday, 9h00 to 18h00 CET. To find the proper
model year for your vehicle, look at the 10th digit of your vehicle identification number VIN. The
10th digit will be a letter or a number. Find the corresponding letter or number in the table below
to determine the model year of your vehicle. If not, the manual should indicate where you can
locate the VIN. The VIN is also commonly listed on the vehicle title, registration card, and
insurance documents. In rare situations, some of your subscriptions might be kept as they are
maintained by third parties. If you would like to unsubscribe from theses third-party accounts
as well, please contact us directly at privacy here. Order navigation system map updates and
related products for your Nissan vehicle. Find your Update Find Your Update Enter your model
and year in the menu above to quickly find your map update. Power up your navigation system
with fresh road data and the latest points of interest. The Nissan Navigation Store is your online
source for Nissan navigation system map updates. Each map update keeps your system
operating at peak performance with essential data including new and modified roads,
addresses, signage, points of interest, and much more. Laser light radar and aerial imagery are
among the powerful tools that ensure the accuracy of your map. On average, the latest map
update for Europe features , kilometers of new roads. The European map update also includes
an average of , fuel stations, , ATMs, and , restaurants. These up-to-date points of interest are
important to your everyday driving needs. From finding the nearest ATM when traveling around
town, to locating a nearby petrol station on your next road trip, an optimized navigation system
will help you drive with confidence and ease. Remember, your Nissan navigation system is
designed for driving. Unlike portable devices with small screens and even smaller buttons, your
in-vehicle navigation system can help you remain focused on the road ahead. Updating your
map maximizes your driver-centric navigation experience, helping you get the most from your
system. To find your map update, enter the model and year of your Nissan vehicle into the menu
at the top of the page. Each product page details the map coverage area, highlights new road
data, and provides clear installation instructions. Additional support is available via the Help
Center. All major credit cards and PayPal are accepted. Products sold on the Nissan Navigation
Store are manufacturer tested and approved. Each map update is customized to the navigation
system in your vehicle. Shop with confidence knowing that you are getting an authen
2003 vw jetta engine diagram
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tic product offered via a secure payment platform. Are you ready to optimize your Nissan
navigation system? Stay on time and on courseâ€”update your Nissan navigation system map
today! Exact data may vary by product. It appears that your browser has JavaScript disabled.
This Website requires your browser to be JavaScript enabled. Please enable JavaScript and
reload this page. It appears that your browser has cookies disabled. The website requires your
browser to enable cookies in order to login. Please enable cookies and reload this page. My
Vehicle Is Not Listed. Instructions are provided on the product page or you can visit the Help
Center. Read more. Get the most from your system. About Your Map Laser light radar and aerial
imagery are among the powerful tools that ensure the accuracy of your map. See how your map
is made. Find answers to your navigation questions. Customer Support Chat directly with
customer support. Live Chat. Submit a message or call customer support. Contact Us.

